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A B S T R A C T

The analysis of increasingly large and diverse data for meaningful interpretation and question answering is handicapped by human cognitive limitations. Consequently, semi-automatic abstraction of complex data within structured information spaces becomes increasingly important, if its knowledge content is to support intuitive, exploratory discovery. Exploration of skill demand is an area where regularly updated, multi-dimensional data may be exploited to assess capability within the workforce to manage the demands of the modern, technology- and data-driven economy. The knowledge derived may be employed by skilled practitioners in defining career pathways, to identify where, when and how to update their skillsets in line with advancing technology and changing work demands. This same knowledge may also be used to identify the combination of skills essential in recruiting for new roles. To address the challenges inherent in exploring the complex, heterogeneous, dynamic data that feeds into such applications, we investigate the use of an ontology to guide structuring of the information space, to allow individuals and institutions to interactively explore and interpret the dynamic skill demand landscape for their specific needs. As a test case we consider the relatively new and highly dynamic field of Data Science, where insightful, exploratory data analysis and knowledge discovery are critical. We employ context-driven and task-centred scenarios to explore our research questions and guide iterative design, development and formative evaluation of our ontology-driven, visual exploratory discovery and analysis approach, to measure where it adds value to users’ analytical activity. Our findings reinforce the potential in our approach, and point us to future paths to build on.

1. Introduction

Exploratory discovery and detailed analysis of complex, unbounded scenarios are fundamental components of working and living in today’s technology- and data-rich world. Obtaining a good understanding of such scenarios typically involves analysis of complex and/or large amounts of data. Such analysis often requires linking to other related datasets that provide context to fill in blanks in the core dataset(s) and aid understanding of the complete scenario. However, human cognitive limits make it easy to get lost in data as size, complexity and noise grow, hampering data exploration and exhaustive, in-depth analysis.

Effectively designed visualisation, by taking advantage of advanced human perception to recognise patterns and trends within data, reduces cognitive load while aiding the user to obtain informative overviews and recognise and explore regions of interest (ROIs) in detail [1,2]. Ontologies provide a tool for structuring information spaces; in interactive visualisation this structure may be used to aid navigation through, querying and interpretation of underlying data content. Further, employing a uniform, underlying data structure supports representation from multiple, coordinated perspectives [3–5]. Ontology-guided visual analysis allows the strengths of each approach to complement the other, to enable intuitive yet structured, in-depth yet exhaustive analysis, increasing ability to obtain insight into complex data.

1.1. Motivation

The overall aim of this study is to determine the demand for jobs, and at a higher level of granularity, skills specific to a domain or industry sector and additional non-domain skills required to fill a job role. We aim to build intuitive representations of skill demand, that allow target end users to obtain a good understanding
of the demand landscape and how this bigger picture changes with location and time.

To meet our goals we scan job adverts using keywords corresponding to skills required to fulfil typical and specialised job roles in a domain. To allow us to evaluate our approach and also support in-depth analysis, we restrict our initial exploration to the Data Science domain and Europe. For completeness for this domain we capture a broad range of technical skills covering data literacy, knowledge acquisition, basic to advanced exploration and sophisticated analysis, and the soft skills needed to communicate the results of analysis within the technical domain and to a wider audience, using, e.g., storytelling and data journalism.

To ensure our analysis and results are reusable and extensible beyond this focus, we formalise our requirements for data capture, exploration and analysis using a set of ontologies describing skill demand and additional, relevant metadata, including target end user types (ranging from domain and technical experts to the interested but non-expert public): temporal attributes (dates and date ranges); and geographical location (at precision levels of country, city/town and latitude/longitude). We present the resulting knowledge framework as an upper level ontology that provides the backbone for structuring our analysis. This allows us to reuse the ontology for the more general case of skill demand analysis across any named domain and location. By capturing formally, also, the requirements of our target end users we obtain a framework that supports, further, the design and development of intuitive, interactive tools for task-driven, exploratory knowledge discovery and guided analysis.

To guide our study we explore the following data-driven research questions (RQs), with an aim to propose practicable solutions for the challenges that arise in the exploration of skill demand:

**RQ 1:** what is the demand landscape for data scientists across the European Union (EU)?

**RQ 2:** to what extent is demand matched by competence, as measured by skills in the existing workforce? Does this change when restricted to a specified location, time period, domain or industry sector?

**RQ 3:** what support exists for a given individual – currently in the workforce or a trainee – seeking to identify and fill their “ideal” or desired job role?

Exploring these questions requires detailed analysis of job demand, using data from multiple, heterogeneous sources, with variation in attributes specified, terminology used and level of detail in job role descriptions. We employ case scenarios describing our initial focus and target end user types to analyse the full set of challenges these RQs raise. Our findings feed into design and development of support for these, and ultimately, other end users exploring skill demand. For instance, successfully answering **RQ 1** should allow us to provide intuitive support for, say, the general public, and therefore, a policy-maker at state level to retrieve information that answers the question:

> How much movement would be seen within the EU for highly skilled statisticians seeking employment for the two-year period from mid 2016? Would access to more advanced, tertiary-level courses in object-oriented programming influence this migration?

Answering RQs 2 and 3 requires assessment also of existing expertise and the range of support in place for training and upskilling. This would allow a job seeker to answer questions such as:

> What other skills would I need to find a job that allows me to combine my interest in journalism with the expertise I developed in my masters year internship building an iPad app to help pensioners keep track of their finances?

We will discuss the user- and task-centred process we follow toward answering such questions, and employ the working tools that support the exploratory discovery and sense-making tasks required to do so to review also the skill demand datastore we are building. This is a necessary precursor to designing intuitive support that will allow our varied target end users to independently explore and carry out further exploration and detailed analysis as needed.

Section 2 details one of a set of use cases developed to elicit end user requirements and illustrate the process we follow to generate an interactive landscape of skill demand. Section 3 reviews related work in job and skill demand analysis, and the value in visual, ontology-guided analysis for scenarios such as those we explore. We introduce our study methodology in Section 4, and discuss in Section 5 findings from our exploration of the initial dataset collected to describe skill demand. We feed these findings into a review of our initial requirements (Section 5.1), and formalise the outcomes in the Skills and Recruitment Ontology — Saro (Section 6).

Section 7 describes the information extraction process that feeds into building the data store structured according to the requirements specified in Saro. We describe formative evaluation of our framework in Section 8 and illustrate, using the paths that participants followed to complete set tasks, tool design and functionality toward intuitive analysis of skill demand. We revisit our research questions and the use case scenarios in Section 9, to assess the extent to which our process enables target users to answer their questions. We also discuss, in this and within the context of each section, where future work will bring us closer to our overall goal. We conclude the paper in Section 10.

## 2. Use case scenarios

Recent technological trends show record volumes of data being generated and captured [6–8]. While this has the potential to contribute added value across the European economy and worldwide, efficiency of extraction and effectiveness in the use of its content impacts actual value recouped from this knowledge source. This modern challenge, due to and that can only be resolved through effective use of technology, was a key factor in the selection of our use case and initial application – to measure the gap between market demand for skilled analysts of big data and practitioners with the expertise necessary to meet this demand.

Our study methodology involves the exploration of skill demand and supply scenarios that consider the information-seeking and analysis requirements of the five target end user types identified in the early stages of the study [9], the: (1) policy- or decision-maker, (2) educator or trainer, (3) recruitment agent, (4) practitioner and the trainee or (skilled) job seeker and (5) the interested public. Based on the initial exploration of the requirements of our targets we created a task-based questionnaire that we use to guide our user-centred design (UCD) process, following an iterative cycle of design, development and evaluation. This paper extends the findings from this study [9] and reviews the initial requirements, to feed into the current exploratory and analytical stage. We focus here on the practitioner and the trainee/job seeker aspiring to this role – technical end users with data science-oriented backgrounds, and also non-technical users with good knowledge of the requirements for working with big data. Where relevant and for completeness, we highlight where requirements and our findings overlap with those of the other user types, as we explore in depth the data, and in an iterative UCD cycle, design for user-focused exploration and analysis tasks in line with users’ interim and ultimate information seeking goals.
The questionnaire, which currently comprises four user tasks, has been updated to reflect feedback obtained from each evaluation session to date (detail in Section 8.1). We expand on these tasks to build a use case that describes support for the focus user type in this paper — the practising technical data analyst, often now described as a data scientist; this is a highly skilled individual with a set of core technical skills and varying capability in additional, related skills and competencies within the same and often across other skillsets. For completeness and to ensure utility and usability in the long run, we consider also the requirements of the informed, interested public, who may or may not have technical expertise. We build on these cases to illustrate the path(s) a user may follow to satisfy their information-seeking goals and measure the extent to which our approach meets our own and our target end users’ requirements.

2.1. The technical data analyst or “data scientist”

Data Science is interpreted in a number of ways, due in part to the newness of the job title [7], and also the evolving infrastructure being built to cope with the very large scale, heterogeneous, dynamic data in today’s increasingly advanced, technology-driven and dependent world. This has given rise to the need not just for technology experts but also other data literate employees who must work with a range of new tools, using technical and domain or sector-specific, as well as cross-disciplinary skills [10–13].

Differences in approach to managing the data deluge and defining what skills are needed to do so contribute to variation in the definition of a Data Scientist [14]. Data Science therefore presents a challenging, albeit interesting domain to explore, to identify core and desired skills and assess variation between the practitioner’s definition of the field and that of the decision- or policy-maker who influences upskilling and the creation of new roles. A benefit in focusing on the practitioner is that over time these experts often also take on the role of managers or decision-makers.

This user (as all others) may, alternately, employ high level data overviews and a variety of specialised tools that support investigation of detail in ROIs, to serve varying information-seeking and exploration goals.

3. Related work

In line with our approach that uses the structure and knowledge provided by ontologies to guide visual knowledge discovery and analysis (see Fig. 1), we start with a look at work on automated and semi-supervised approaches to information extraction, focusing on skill and job demand metadata. We then review studies of employment and skill demand data and scenarios, highlighting the formal models we extend for our study. We conclude with a look at the use of ontologies to model and guide the visual analytics process, to aid discovery of the knowledge contained within and support derivation of insight from the multi-dimensional datastore we employ.

3.1. Information extraction and enrichment

Job adverts constitute a useful information source for identifying and tracking qualification and skill requirements in the job market [15]. Online portals such as the dedicated job boards Indeed, JobServe, Adzuna, Jobole, XING, CareerJet, Trovit and CareerBuilder provide a useful mining source for state-of-the-art text analysis approaches to automatically and continuously extract data [16].

Harper [17] carries out a study of the research methods utilised in investigating employment and skill demand in Library and Information Sciences. The aim is to recommend paths to follow to improve quality and coverage in data collection and the outcomes of analysis in such studies, and ultimately, reusability of findings beyond this scope. Recognising the utility of employment and skill demand data, effort has been employed in named entity recognition (NER) to address the gap between advertised job roles and workforce capability. Zhao et al. [15] extract and disambiguate terms (skill descriptions) from a large résumé database to build a taxonomy to aid the matching of skilled individuals to advertised job roles. Wowczko [16], who describes the use of text mining to extract and map skills listed in job adverts to defined occupations, notes that rapid changes in the modern world require greater automation for effective mining and tracking of key and evolving skills in an individual and society at large, to determine how such change impacts the economy. As in our study, Wowczko recognises the need for more clearly defined benchmarks for identifying skill gaps, to feed into the development of training resources for filling them.

3.2. Employment & skill demand analysis

Taking a cue from knowledge representation models created over the last two decades, we seek to formalise and enrich the information we capture on occupations, skills and the recruitment context, to optimise analysis and reuse in a variety of contexts.
Kobreh et al. [18] conduct a study within the human resources context that results in the ontology Job-Know. Job-Know links the knowledge, skills, and abilities taught in vocational education and training with corresponding competence and recognised needs within the labour market. Terblanche et al. [19] investigate employer demand based on online job adverts. They build a GATE-based [20] tool, EDIT, for Employer Demand InTelligence, that is guided by domain and process knowledge captured in the Employer Demand Ontology (EDO). EDIT supports semi-automatic population of instance knowledge extracted from job adverts by matching to corresponding EDO concepts. Using adverts over a month in nursing and midwifery in Western Australia, collected from the job board Sharing Environmental Education Knowledge (SEEK), EDIT was used to enhance and extend the knowledge base in EDO, allowing end users to determine employer demand by querying its SPARQL endpoints.

Other models that map closely to our topics of interest include the US Department of Labor’s Occupational Information Network project (O*NET) [21]. This model aligns job titles and descriptions to skill sets. Its set-based job definitions, grouped into six sub-skills, contain information on hundreds of standardised and generic occupation-specific descriptors. Of these, one, under technical skills – programming – is directly relevant to our study.

Focusing on the EU labour market are the European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations (ESCO) ontology [22], the European e-Competence Framework (e-CF) [23] and the UK-based Labour Market Information for All database (LMI4All) [24]. The e-CF model focuses on competencies: “a demonstrated ability to apply knowledge, skills and attitudes to achieve observable results” in ICT. It is structured along four dimensions: business processes, e-Competences, proficiency levels for each e-Competence, and related knowledge and skills. LMI4All re-uses the O*NET descriptions of skills, abilities and interests, and further, describes other key labour market indicators such as future job openings, unemployment rates and vacancies.

We must provide, for our use case, (generic) Skill definitions, identify different classes (types) of skills, Occupations and Qualifications, and how they link to Awarding Bodies and Job Postings. To provide a single model that captures this domain knowledge we extend ESCO, Schema.org and other relevant work in SARO, the Skills and Recruitment Ontology. Table 1 looks at domain coverage in the five models and vocabularies that most closely overlap with our requirements. ESCO covers a large subset of these, bar the representation of actual job postings, which is defined by Schema.org. The three models O*NET, e-CF and LMI4All, while filling in other gaps, are not provided as re-usable vocabularies (i.e., as ontologies).

4 https://www.onetonline.org/find/descriptor/browse/Skills.
5 http://vocab.iais.fraunhofer.de/saro.

### 3.3. Visual, ontology-guided exploration & analysis

Exponential growth in data size and complexity and increased reliance on heterogeneous, third-party resources impact human ability to effectively extract, manage and make use of the knowledge content of the vast amounts of data that feed into task completion in today’s data-rich and data-driven economy [16,25–27]. Visual analytics provides a valuable tool that complements advanced human perception and analytical ability with automated data processing and mining. This lowers human cognitive load in complex data analysis while improving the recognition of patterns and information hidden within data [1,2,4,28,29], support especially valuable in the analysis of complex, high-dimensional data.

Liu et al. [12] carry out a detailed survey of the different stages and components of high-dimensional visual analytics. Among others, they address the need for pre-processing due to the large number of dimensions and dataset size, to cluster data either along the dimensions defined or based on similarity in data point features. Liu et al., as do Hervás et al. [5], Kerren et al. [26], Turky et al. [27], highlight the benefits in functionality for (automated) animation and interactive data exploration, that gradually reveal ROIs and trends in data, aiding the construction of understanding of complex, static and dynamic datasets. Inselberg [30], Heer et al. [25], among others, look at the benefits in multi-dimensional visualisation techniques such as scatterplot matrices and parallel coordinates. Kulyk et al. [31] examine the use of focus+context techniques to aid delving into ROIs in large, complex data.

Developing intuitive, user-centred, and therefore also task-centred, tools for effective visual analysis is not trivial, especially where a wide range of expertise, or lack thereof, is found in target end users [1,25,31]. Designing effective support for complex scenarios and data typically involves the exploration of the impact and use of multiple sub-components [4,12,26,27,29,32], following a process that may involve any or all of the following in an iterative cycle:

- data exploration often employing statistical analysis;
- preprocessing (including data transformation and/or reduction, and error handling); encoding and/or data (re)structuring;
- task-based and goal-oriented identification of optimal visual analysis techniques and tools;
- mapping of the whole or a sub-set of data to one or more visual representations;
- interactive exploration and contrasting of differing visual perspectives to identify patterns and reveal insight

Visualisation is being used increasingly in the Semantic Web (SW) and with SW technology, not just to present the results of analysis but as a driver for analysis and to enable more intuitive sense-making [5,33,34]. One tool proven to enhance the design and construction of powerful and intuitive visual analytics tools and guide effective use, for experts in visualisation and analytics, domain experts and other (non-domain and non-technical) users, is to build on the framework provided by ontologies describing

### Table 1
Comparison of relevant existing models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>ESCO</th>
<th>Schema.org</th>
<th>e-CF</th>
<th>O*NET</th>
<th>LMIAAll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skill definition</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill types</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awarding body</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job posting attributes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain independent</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instance descriptions</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Ontology</td>
<td>Ontology</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Skill definitions** link the knowledge, skills, and abilities taught in vocational education and training with corresponding competence and recognised needs within the labour market. **Terblanche et al.** investigate employer demand based on online job adverts. They build a GATE-based tool, **EDIT** for **Employer Demand InTelligence**, that is guided by domain and process knowledge captured in the **Employer Demand Ontology (EDO)**. **EDIT** supports semi-automatic population of instance knowledge extracted from job adverts by matching to corresponding EDO concepts. Using adverts over a month in nursing and midwifery in Western Australia, collected from the job board **Sharing Environmental Education Knowledge (SEEK)**, **EDIT** was used to enhance and extend the knowledge base in EDO, allowing end users to determine employer demand by querying its SPARQL endpoints.

**Other models** that map closely to our topics of interest include the US Department of Labor’s **Occupational Information Network project (O*NET)** [21]. This model aligns job titles and descriptions to skill sets. Its set-based job definitions, grouped into six **sub-skills**, contain information on hundreds of standardised and generic occupation-specific descriptors. Of these, one, under technical skills – programming – is directly relevant to our study.

**Focusing on the EU labour market** are the **European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations (ESCO)** ontology [22], the **European e-Competence Framework (e-CF)** [23] and the **UK-based Labour Market Information for All database (LMI4All)** [24]. The **e-CF** model focuses on competencies: “a demonstrated ability to apply knowledge, skills and attitudes to achieve observable results” in ICT. It is structured along four dimensions: business processes, e-Competences, proficiency levels for each e-Competence, and related knowledge and skills. LMI4All re-uses the O*NET descriptions of skills, abilities and interests, and further, describes other key labour market indicators such as future job openings, unemployment rates and vacancies.

We must provide, for our use case, (generic) **Skill definitions**, identify different classes (types) of skills, **Occupations and Qualifications**, and how they link to **Awarding Bodies and Job Postings**. To provide a single model that captures this domain knowledge we extend ESCO, Schema.org and other relevant work in SARO, the **Skills and Recruitment Ontology**. Table 1 looks at domain coverage in the five models and vocabularies that most closely overlap with our requirements. ESCO covers a large subset of these, bar the representation of actual job postings, which is defined by Schema.org. The three models O*NET, e-CF and LMI4All, while filling in other gaps, are not provided as re-usable vocabularies (i.e., as ontologies).

4 https://www.onetonline.org/find/descriptor/browse/Skills.
5 http://vocab.iais.fraunhofer.de/saro.
a domain and/or the analytical process [3,4,35]. Hervás et al. [5] formally model information spaces and the user’s context, and map this to an information visualisation ontology, to support dynamic adaptation of visual representations of information to users’ tasks and context. Khalili et al. [34] demonstrate potential for lowering effort to build user interfaces to support especially non-SW developers, by exploiting the structure of and metadata encoded in linked data. Elia et al. [33] use a taxonomy to encode elements in resumés as competencies, to aid comparison across differences in language and presentation in job role candidate selection. They use spider charts to visualise competency levels as named skills, along a set of criteria including experience and certification.

In the remainder of this paper we demonstrate, using SARO, the benefits in employing ontology-guided visual analytics for exploratory knowledge discovery and detailed analysis, to obtain a cycle of ever richer knowledge construction and application.

4. Analytical methodology

In order to answer our questions and those of our target users with a good degree of confidence we must let the data drive our exploration and analysis. Prior knowledge of the situation or context being modeled (or lack thereof) and the underlying data structure influence what approach is taken in sense-making and model construction. Because we rely on third-party data coming from multiple sources, automated mining and analysis approaches, while convenient and even necessary for large-scale data, are not a practical starting point. We extend van Wijk’s visual analytics model [2] to define our methodology, illustrated in Fig. 1, that employs (interactive) visual analytics, relying on the human in the data exploration and analysis loop, to obtain an understanding, first, of data content [see also 1,26,29,31]. Working from this we iteratively build, verify and refine a model of our target users, their tasks and the resources required to work toward their end goals, as we widen the scope of our analysis to include new data.

We employ interactive visualisation as a working tool for intuitive, multi-perspective, exploratory knowledge discovery and detailed analysis of ROIs. An advantage in our iterative UCD cycle is an analytical process that in itself verifies both the tools and the skill demand and supply datasets we are building. We are therefore also able to reuse these tools to report the results of our analysis, and a selection for evaluation with different end users, to verify whether we are able to provide our target users with the information they require and intuitive tools to carry out further exploration.

The first steps in our process flow concern gathering and refining user requirements and building data overviews to feed into initial analysis. Our initial findings are reported in [9]; we focus here on the data structure to the ontology we are able to define templates that map to each concept; we focus here on the higher level concepts of demand, skill and time. Each template object encapsulates object metadata and additional contextual detail, and the output is rendered based on the top-level resource type, direct relationships with other resources and the application context. We

The first dataset comprised summary data crawled from Linked In, from 11 Mar to 05 Jul 2015, recording frequency of mention for a set of 46 pre-identified, core and specialised skills, grouped into 7 skillsets, required of data scientists for jobs across Europe. The data collection process, term identification and categorisation, carried out as part of the European Data Science Academy (EDSA) project, are detailed in [36]. The data was collected across three top-level dimensions: (1) skill, (2) geographical location and corresponding (majority or working) language and (3) time (daily). To eliminate complexity due to differences in translation of the terminology we focus in this section on the five English-speaking out of the 47 European countries in the dataset. It should be noted also that the data is skewed toward English and the United Kingdom (UK) especially — accounting for approximately 70% of term mentions in the dataset. However, relative frequency and patterns observed across the complete dataset are similar across all skillsets and languages. While we do not draw conclusions for all cases based on this subset, it provided a sufficiently representative sample for our initial human-driven, exploratory analysis. The complete dataset fed into a requirements review and subsequent data collection and analysis. We describe in [5] the initial exploratory analysis carried out using this summary data, but with a focus on trend analysis. We discuss here the skills analysis also carried out, to illustrate how these results feed into building our models.

The temporal component is a key feature in the data; we therefore drew basic timeline plots (see [9]) to obtain an overview and examine at the same time requirements for handling evolution of data characteristics and the data overall. These simple plots allowed also examination of detail in ROIs, to verify, for instance, skill co-occurrence and relative frequency of mention. Three key patterns were revealed: (1) significant dominance of one or two skills within each skillset, with ranges of up to a few thousand counts; (2) very low to no mention of up to three skills within each skillset; (3) a spike across all skillsets over a brief time span. Patterns (1) and (2) were repeated over the complete summary dataset. Further exploration using two other views on a complementary data snapshot (detailed in [9]) reaffirmed the trends observed in the timeline plots, and again in other subsequently explored, independently collected datasets (see Fig. 8, Sections 8.2 and 9.1). We discuss the implications of pattern (3) in Section 5.1.

To provide an alternative perspective on the (traditional) timeline we use an interactive node-link graph, built on the structure of the ontology described in [9] and Section 6, to reveal inter-relationships between skills based on mention in JobPostings over time. The graph is centred on the abstract SkillDemand concept (sub-class of Demand), with one node per day (114 over four months), and one node for each of the 46 skills per Demand object mentioned at least once on a given day — up to 5244 nodes per country (47 across Europe — up to 246,468 nodes). Fig. 2 shows the (initial) layout for mentions of the eight skills in the visualisation skillset in the UK. Colour-coding, filter and highlight options allow the identification of nodes of interest and immediately related nodes. However, the very dense graph, for what is only a sub-set of this summary dataset, hampers exploration and analysis.

To counter this and aid rather making sense of the data we exploit the upper level ontology summarised in [9]. By mapping the data structure to the ontology we are able to define templates that map to each concept; we focus here on the higher level concepts demand, skill and time. Each template object encapsulates object metadata and additional contextual detail, and the output is rendered based on the top-level resource type, direct relationships with other resources and the application context. We

---

6 European Data Science Academy: http://edsa-project.eu.
7 Additional, detailed snapshots can be found at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.fgs hare.c.30920669.
follow a methodology, detailed in [3], similar to that in Fresnel [37], that overlays visual knowledge lenses on data. Tominski et al. [38] apply a similar concept, using interactive visual lenses to adapt the presentation of detail in ROIs to suit user task requirements and context. Einsfeld et al. [4], Hervás et al. [5] follow a similar approach, mapping data to concepts in a backing ontology and relating these to visual metaphors that provide more intuitive representations of and the relationships within data. We define templates that each comprise: (1) a SPARQL query that extracts the resource of interest and related data; (2) a corresponding visual template that encodes concepts and (directed) relations in the graph using size and colour, complemented by a detail (text-based) template providing more information about the ROI; the text detail templates are not discussed further here. Providing such lenses removes the need for processing and/or parsing by the end user, providing instead alternative visual perspectives on the data that suppress noise and reveal general trends and data characteristics of interest.

A parser (transparently) iterates over the RDF graph and runs the corresponding template query for each statement with a subject matching rdf:type, for three levels of detail (LoD), basic, medium and full. Objects (resources or literals) matching a template are encoded and linked to or encapsulated within the subject node. The SPARQL template for the medium LoD for SkillDemand is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the application of the SkillDemand, datePosted and Skill visual templates to the summary data for the UK in Fig. 2.

To remove the clutter in Fig. 2 nodes are drawn for only the two focus concepts here – Skill and SkillDemand (over time). All other detail, such as JobLocation, derived from the JobPostings, is encapsulated within the corresponding template object. This detail is therefore visually suppressed in the overview, but may be retrieved on demand. Defining the templates using the ontology reveals additional insight, reflecting other work employing ontologies for visual knowledge discovery [4,5,35]. To focus on relationships between a Skill and other concepts it is related to a (compound) node is drawn for each instance of the SkillDemand concept, with default label DatePosted. A single node is then drawn for each (predefined) Skill, with a new (directional)
edge for each instance linked to another resource; in this case the SkillDemand instance node representing any date on which at least one job posting mentions the skill. Relative size of each Skill node is weighted by total frequencyOfMention, once per posting for the whole dataset. The spring layout therefore maps skill co-occurrence to distance between skills, and as a result also pushes outliers to the edge of the graph.

The user may restrict the number of levels drawn from the root (the abstract concept SkillDemand) of the current focus up to the maximum leaf depth. The user navigates through the graph by clicking on a node of interest to re-centre on that new focus. Fig. 4(a) shows the graph centred on the SkillDemand node for 21 Mar 2015, drawing up to two levels from this focus. If therefore shows, navigating upwards: its parent (the root, abstract SkillDemand node); downwards: its descendants – SkillDemand nodes mentioned on 21 Mar; and at the same level all other SkillDemand nodes that mention each of these (child) skills. The mouse is hovered over the skill data stories (lower, left), highlighting it also in red. Further, this highlights its immediate neighbours in amber – all other SkillDemand nodes for the dates on which data stories is mentioned. We see also a cluster of skills in the centre of the graph (level 2 from the mouse focus); relative size shows that data journalism, which is also a bit further off centre, is required far less frequently than the other skills.

Moving the mouse focus across to the far right in Fig. 4(b), to demand on 04 Jul, highlights its immediate neighbours: all SkillDemand mentioned on that date. Keeping the mouse over the (04 Jul) demand node brings up a popup listing the five skills mentioned on that day and frequency of mention (across the UK). We see that interaction is mentioned significantly more frequently than all others on this date (see also Fig. 8, which shows similar relative frequency across this skillset, in a parallel coordinates plot for the data for all countries). While the 04 Jul SkillDemand node can be seen in Fig. 4(a), its fifth child, the skill d3js is not visible because it falls outside the restriction of two levels from the focus, SkillDemand on 21 Mar. All other children of the 04 Jul SkillDemand node not also linked to that on 21 Mar or one of its immediate children are also at a lower level, and therefore hidden. Maintaining the centre (at demand on 21st Mar) and increasing depth to three in Fig. 4(b) reveals the final skill, d3js. Its size indicates that, like data stories, d3js sees relatively low frequencyOfMention. With even lower mention than data stories and also co-occurrence with other skills, d3js is pushed to the outer edge of the graph. Both (relative) size and location confirm significantly lower mention of d3js compared to all others on 04 Jul and across the complete dataset.

5.1. Requirements review

Further exploration using additional views on the summary data and a complementary data snapshot both reaffirmed the trends observed and prompted new questions, revealing further requirements for our use case. We illustrate in this paper additional challenges encountered during data exploration and analysis as data size and complexity increase, and work to iteratively refine requirements and design in our iterative UCD process.

Of the three key patterns we identified in the initial exploration exercise, pattern (3) highlighted a significant challenge in working with summary data. While ROIs can be seen the lack of context prevents further exploration to identify what lies behind them. From the user’s viewpoint, this may lead to low confidence in analysis results, as it is difficult to verify the integrity or representativeness of the source data and the conclusions based on it. A key requirement therefore, highlighted in [9], is an information extraction (IE) process that results in detailed job postings, enriched as required with additional metadata; Section 7 describes the IE process built for this purpose.

Patterns (1) and (2) are repeated across the more detailed data – see Sections 8.2 and 9.1. Significant variation is seen in data density across two main attributes: (1) in the dominance of selected skills overall and within skillsets, (2) in matches for job postings by location. A key characteristic of the data collected to this point is, despite minor differences in skill distribution across datasets, a disproportionate number of postings for jobs in the UK, with a heavy skew toward Greater London and specific parts of London. Such localised density, repeated to a lower extent across the rest of the data, may be due to population density and/or clustering of the data and knowledge-driven industry in selected cities. Another contributor to data bloating is reposting of adverts by the same or multiple portals; ongoing work includes deduplication of such instances during IE (see Section 7). Future work will investigate other factors such as the impact of financial and industrial centres and (political) capitals of each country on data density.

At the other end of the spectrum is data loss during detailed analysis due to low granularity in location metadata, e.g., multiple branches of a company labeled at country level rather than locality or city. An associated challenge is verification of location during (automated) IE where ambiguous place names are in use, e.g., East London in South Africa annotated as East (part of) London, England. Future work involves the construction of (interactive) filters to allow users to flag, and link transparently back to improving IE, annotation errors such as these.

As the data grows in size and complexity additional functionality will be required to lower the resulting increase in cognitive load. This will include support for offline preprocessing and data aggregation, and online, interactive filtering, to maintain also interactive response especially during analysis of large data overviews. This must also align data type, user characteristics and tasks to the design of additional, alternative visual perspectives. Functionality for effective comparison of data elements with large differences in granularity and density will be key to revealing smaller maxima.

Our ultimate goal is to enable the identification of inter-relationships at multiple levels of detail, for individual skill demand and co-occurrence within and across job types and roles in general and within a domain or industry sector, as well as variation in demand across geographical location. This analysis must also compare skill demand against existing capability or expertise of Practitioners (skill supply).

Based on our findings to this point we detail in Section 6 the update to the ontology specified in [9], used to capture user, data and task requirements and guide data collection, exploration and analysis, and ultimately the presentation of the results of our analysis. We continue to feed these results into a cycle of ontology evolution, with the aim to continuously improve support for our own and our target users’ information-seeking and analytical tasks.

6. Domain modeling

SARO, the Skills and Recruitment Ontology, provides a comprehensive representation of the knowledge required to define and correctly interpret job postings in the context of skills, competencies and the qualifications needed to fill a job role. Our modeling strategy consists of: (1) re-using existing knowledge in relevant standard vocabularies and ontologies (see Section 3.2); (2) following best practice in the development of new, open knowledge bases such that they can be linked to existing, related data. Fig. 5 provides a top-level view of SARO, which is centred around the following six core concepts:
Fig. 5. Upper level view of the SARO ontology, showing the User, Skill and JobPosting concepts and the relationships between these and the other three core concepts Qualification, Curriculum and AwardingBody.

saro:JobPosting refers to a job advert listed by a specified hiringOrganization. It extends the JobPosting\(^8\) concept in Schema.org and defines essential attributes, including the saro:jobRoleOrType and its so:description, linked via hasDemandFor to its so:jobLocation on the so:datePosted, in addition to other useful metadata including industry sector, salary and working hours.

saro:Skill. A saro:JobPosting links to a set of explicitly specified and inferred saro:Skills, using the relations saro:listsSkill or saro:requiresSkill. A specific saro:Skill may also link to another saro:Skill it saro:coOccursWith in a saro:JobPosting, on a given so:datePosted and/or in a so:jobLocation. The number of mentions/occurrences of a saro:Skill in a saro:JobPosting is specified using saro:frequencyOfMention. saro:Skill extends the Concept\(^9\) pillar in the ESCO ontology, which categorises skills (or competencies) as job-specific or transversal (cross-sector). SARO further extends this into:

saro:JobSpecificSkill: representing domain skills related to a particular sector (e.g., as for ICT below), further subclassed into:

1. **Product**: competence using a particular product such as Hadoop,
2. **Topic**: capability in a domain- and/or role-specific topic required to achieve an observable result, such as Data Analytics,
3. **Tool**: competence in the use of a tool specifically for carrying out technical tasks, e.g., a programming language such as Java, Python or data storage type such as NoSQL.

saro:TransversalSkill: sector- and occupation-independent skills foundational to personal development, often referred to as soft skills (e.g., team-working).

saro:ProficiencyLevel: the proficiency level for a saro:Skill. We consider the required proficiency level indicated in job postings as a core concept as they are instrumental in identifying skill gaps and job market needs.

saro:User. Our target users include:

saro:Practitioner and saro:Trainee: as domain specialists, these users can assess competencies with respect to a skillset for a sector or job role. Practitioners are well-positioned to identify their own skill gaps. This user type may then seek learning resources to help them develop or update their skills.

saro:EducatorOrTrainer: develops learning resources for one or more (related) skills and competencies.

saro:DecisionMaker: responsible for the definition of roles and skills essential in filling these roles. They influence also the training of new and current employees.

saro:Qualification. A saro:Practitioner or saro:Trainee may progress toward achieving a qualification in the form of formal certification awarded by an authoritative awarding body. Skills acquired on the job may result in in-house, less formalised but often more specific, qualifications. SARO, through ESCO, also builds on EQF\(^{[39]}\) to allow reuse of EQF standards. Further, ESCO ensures traceability between Qualification, AwardingBody and related occupations and skills/competencies.

saro:Curriculum. Designed and delivered based on the set of skills a learning institution aims to develop in its students.

\(^8\) so:JobPosting: https://schema.org/JobPosting.

saro:AwardingBody, an official or otherwise recognised institution certified to provide proof of the skills and competencies acquired in relation to a given standard following formal assessment.

Saro is complemented by a set of skill instances that are used to annotate job postings, and which comprise a key component of our skill demand analysis. We have previously referred to 46 (core data science) skills classified into 7 skillsets (see Section 5). We have since collected 739 skills with some overlap with this original set as part of the IE process. The skill instances are particularly important for the automated, ontology-based IE pipeline described in Section 7, as they are used to identify relevant skill mentions in job descriptions. This annotation task is not currently fully automated; the on-going ontologypopulation task aims to capture also any additional relevant saro:Skill instances and metadata to feed into updating the saro:SkillSet categorisation, along with ranking of saro:Skills based on frequencyOfMention within a skillset and over the complete dataset. We aim ultimately to compare the categorisation obtained in this way with the views collected from practitioners in the field.

7. Information extraction and enrichment

The scale and diversity of our sourcedata requires reliance on automatic detection and semi-supervised annotation of skills, to generate a knowledge base with sufficient breadth and scale to support in-depth analysis. We describe in this section the ontology-guided information extraction and enrichment (IEE) processes employed, demonstrating also the impact of the process itself and the resulting knowledge store on our analysis and the validity of the results obtained.

The IEE process is based on the requirements identified for demand analysis (see Sections 5.1 and 6), encapsulated in SARo. The objective is to enable representations of skill demand meaningful both to the human user and that can feed into automated, algorithmically-dependent analysis, enabling each to complement the other to derive valuable insight and identify patterns and trends in the data. Fig. 6 illustrates how SARo is used to guide the IEE process carried out over multiple, heterogeneous data sources.

This involves two complementary pipelines: an ontology-based IE (OBIE) and a Wikifier-based pipeline (bottom and top, respectively, Fig. 6). Running the two pipelines in parallel increases the total number of skills annotated (recall). Both further enrich the extracted data with geographical information, using concepts and instances from the GeoNamesontology that correspond to locations (at levels city and country) specified in the job postings. Locations are extracted either based on precise latitude and longitude, where provided, or on the most specific location label.

The IEE process relies on SILK[40] to merge the results obtained from its two pipelines and reduce duplicate results, by: (1) aggregating annotation results for each JobPosting into a single entity, based on a previously specified unique identifier; (2) merging of duplicate skill instances identified by both pipelines. The process also supports manual review of newly identified skills, to feed into the ontology population task; this enables automatic annotation in subsequent executions of the OBIE pipeline.

The results are encoded in RDF, merging the (original) jobTitle, job description, postingDate and other relevant detail with the enriched semantic information comprising extracted, annotated skills and geographic metadata. RDF encoding provides two key advantages, both supporting reuse for further research and applications, by providing a self-describing, reusable datastore that supports our multi-perspective analysis approach (see Section 8); and promoting adherence to the principles of open publishing[41]. The formalised structure provided by RDF requires at most the use of wrappers for conversion for further processing in other tools and by third parties such as recruitment and education/training bodies.

Table 2 provides a summary of the contents of the RDF datastore as a rich, structured representation of skill demand in the data science domain across Europe for the period from Sep 2014 to Dec 2016. Sections 7.1 and 7.2 detail the two parallel pipelines.

7.1. The OBIE pipeline

This pipeline relies on various API connectors to the underlying data sources (including, as listed in Section 3, Indeed, jooble and XING2), configured to extract relevant data from each source in JSON or XML format. The raw data is transformed using the representation provided by SARo. The resulting data structures use concise representations that embody information extracted in a seamless manner, such as the job-specific skill and tool instances in SARo. This allows, for instance, recognised skills to be inherently
Table 2

Statistics for the ~850K annotated job postings in the RDF store as at Dec 2016, sorted by count per country, for the period Sep 2014–Dec 2016. The table is ordered top-down by total postings successfully loaded into the RDF store that subsequently passed the filter rules, based on the ontology, for input into the analysis tools. The double lines split the data at counts < 100K, < 10K, < 500 and < 50, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>No. of postings</th>
<th>Successful extraction from store</th>
<th>Distinct, named locations</th>
<th>At least 1 skill annotated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>159,842</td>
<td>139,771</td>
<td>103,112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>144,757</td>
<td>126,566</td>
<td>103,848</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Netherlands</td>
<td>137,962</td>
<td>115,215</td>
<td>65,276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>132,166</td>
<td>110,343</td>
<td>63,137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>31,246</td>
<td>25,283</td>
<td>20,093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>22,875</td>
<td>15,131</td>
<td>9,090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>22,261</td>
<td>12,587</td>
<td>13,072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>20,025</td>
<td>16,332</td>
<td>8,585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>18,047</td>
<td>14,228</td>
<td>7,281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>15,056</td>
<td>8,208</td>
<td>6,085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>14,650</td>
<td>12,121</td>
<td>5,498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>10,598</td>
<td>9,112</td>
<td>5,740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>10,491</td>
<td>3,414</td>
<td>3,009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>10,200</td>
<td>7,502</td>
<td>3,117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>9,007</td>
<td>7,398</td>
<td>3,017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>8,507</td>
<td>6,852</td>
<td>1,796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibraltar</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marino</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faroe Islands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>789,762</td>
<td>648,723</td>
<td>425,899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

linked to known occupations (e.g., SQL and PHP to Software Developer).

Cross-posting of adverts in different job portals (and reposting in the same portal), requires deduplication of entries; we address this using SILK. A set of rules have been defined to determine similarity in extracted entities based on specified properties. Because hiringOrganization and jobTitle are consistent across data sources we prioritise these over other properties (e.g., postingDate, location). A pre-defined threshold is then used to remove duplicate entries based on a weighted similarity score. The same rules are executed following the merging of the results from both pipelines, to remove any remaining duplicates.

The OBIE pipeline relies on the GATE framework [20], whose ontology-based module facilitates the identification of entities matching skill instances defined in SARO. GATE provides advantages over other NLP (Natural Language Processing) tools that would support OBIE, due to flexibility that allows its language processing functionality to be embedded into diverse IE applications. Our custom OBIE implementation works both alongside and with the Wikifier, by annotating extracted postings with matching skill instances harvested in the Wikifier pipeline.

7.2. The Wikifier pipeline

This pipeline complements the OBIE pipeline by executing the JS Wikifier tool to annotate entities based on a corresponding set of ranked pages from Wikipedia. An example of this wikification process is shown in Fig. 7. This method has the advantage of recognising previously unknown, but relevant, skills based on collective intelligence provided by the community (Wikipedia), rather than on a pre-defined list as required for the OBIE pipeline.

Two additional sources are considered by this pipeline: Adzuna and Trovit2. The data extracted is characterised by a number of important features: (1) multi-linguality, (2) representation in JSON format, (3) a cross-country view and (4) the presence of specific geographical and temporal components. Following the skill extraction process, the resulting annotations are aligned with SARO using label matching. If a matching skill instance is not found, the results are flagged for manual verification and on passing, added to the knowledge base.

7.3. Overall performance of the IEE process

Complete evaluation of the IEE process is currently in progress. As it impacts the validity of our analysis results we summarise here indications of performance, focusing on the information loss expected, given the integration of the independently developed components.

An evaluation of the OBIE pipeline’s ability to annotate and extract relevant skills (in [42]) returned a strict F1-measure of 79%, which fares fairly well compared to results for human inter-annotator agreement (94%). Another on-going study compares the results of the JSI Wikifier to a manually annotated gold standard, achieving an F1-measure of 62%. The study in [43] investigating the
Fig. 7. Examples of wikification, using the JSI Wikifier for semi-supervised annotation of skills in a job posting, using the Saro framework. The corresponding JobPosting, converted to RDF, is shown on the right. Required attributes are shown in bold and the (predefined) skills extracted from the description field (with frequency of occurrence) annotated with a shaded background.

performance of SILK for interlinking entities, based on manually-provided linkage rules such as those coded for our IE process, reported F1-measure of up to 100%. This means that when following rigorous procedures based on an understanding of the entities being reconciled, using SILK following the parallel execution of our two pipelines is expected to have little impact on the F1-measure obtained for each pipeline. This should therefore not fall below 62%, with potential for a significantly higher upper bound; reliance on two complementary pipelines is bound to return higher combined recall than for each run separately. Work is in progress to measure precision and F-measures for the entire process.

8. Toward closing the skill gap in data science

A key element of our analysis is to determine skill correlation and ranking within skillsets overall, and in a named domain or industry sector. This is to guide, using Saro: (1) users in forming a profile of their capabilities, to map these to their “ideal” role or formulate a plan for updating their skills; (2) the definition of job roles and specific positions, to ensure that essential and desired skills are complementary and also correspond to relevant qualifications, capabilities and tools necessary to fill a role; (3) decision-making with regard to the allocation of resources for acquiring and updating skills and qualifications to fill recognised skill gaps.

To ensure Saro effectively supports both human-driven and automated reasoning and analysis, we must verify coverage and utility of the model for our target user types. In addition to IE we will ultimately also employ automated reasoning, both necessary for mining and analysis of big data. A detailed discussion of automated reasoning however falls outside the scope of this paper. We focus here on support for human reasoning as part of sensemaking, looking specifically at requirements for the practitioner and the trainee/job seeker. We use the evaluation tasks and use case scenarios to verify the extent to which we meet these needs and identify where further work is needed.

8.1. Evaluation methodology

As part of our user-centred approach we feed information from target end users into a cycle of requirements specification and verification and (re)design, to ensure usability and utility, and practical adoption of our framework and the tools coupled to it [see, e.g., 4,31,32]. At this stage in our UCD cycle – iterating between design and development – we collect user feedback through formative, heuristic evaluation [44]. We use scenarios to walk users through the design and early prototypes [45] to assess potential in each tool for knowledge discovery and in-depth analysis. This approach allows us to obtain detailed, qualitative information from target users throughout the iterative design and development process, and feed this back into improving and validating our analytical process and design [32,46]. Staggering evaluation over a long period ensures we move toward the ground truth and a more accurate and representative picture of skill demand as we continue to collect and explore data on the topic.

Feedback on data coverage and the initial overviews was collected during demos of early prototypes to policy-makers. This and a design review session covering the tools described in this paper, along with other related tools in a web-based dashboard, with a practising data scientist in the UK fed into a second cycle of user requirements review, (re)design and development.

Following this we carried out two heuristic evaluation sessions with two users each. The aim was to obtain additional qualitative feedback on the complete knowledge framework and also verify that our formal usability evaluation procedure as set up elicits the information we need to answer questions that pertain to our use case. To verify also data coverage and utility of the support provided for (visual) information retrieval and more direct querying of the underlying data store, these sessions were targeted at domain experts — data science practitioners and non-scientists working in data science related functions.

Each session, lasting between one and two hours, started with a brief introduction to the project and the aim of our study. Participants then completed a demographic questionnaire. The flexibility afforded by informal evaluation allowed sessions to be tailored to participants’ backgrounds and availability; task assignment, from the set of pre-specified tasks, was mapped to participants’ backgrounds. An important aim was also to map usability, utility and preference of techniques to user types, visual literacy and tasks [46]. Following a brief overview of the different modules available for browsing and analysis, participants were encouraged to try each before selecting that they found best supported them in completing a task. Some sub-tasks were geared to specific tools and/or functionality, but participants were only required to use a specific tool where a task was designed to be answered using the tool in question (as in the case of Task 2).

A think-aloud protocol was used, and participants were encouraged to ask questions where necessary throughout the evaluation session. Each task was concluded with a task-specific questionnaire, and the complete session with an informal debrief, after which participants completed a more general post-evaluation questionnaire and the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [47]. The most recent version of our evaluation questionnaire and supplementary material are available online.

All sessions were carried out remotely, with evaluator and participant sharing screens as required. This allowed participants in different locations across the EU to contribute differences in
perspective on expertise and demand due to location, language and local culture to the exercise, to feed also toward answering open questions assumed to be due to these differences. Two key are
(1) choosing between thesauri that match local terminology and formal dictionary definitions; and (2) the gap between the picture of relative demand as relayed due to the English/UK skew, and participants’ expectations based on knowledge of the local context.

The first evaluation session following the redesign, carried out in April 2016, involved two domain experts working in data and computer science, one each in France and Spain, and covered two activities. The dataset at this point contained ~300K postings across 22 European countries, with good coverage for 17 of these.

E1 Task 1. Job Role Creation: this required participants to describe their job role/function by creating a job advert to replace themselves, supported where necessary by information available from the datastore about job roles. The task ended with a tweet (up to 140 characters) summarising the advert; the aim being to elicit what each saw as core to their role.

E1 Task 2. Skills Analysis: participants were guided on a walk through the skill co-occurrence network (see, e.g., Figs. 4 and 12), to elicit additional information on skill–skill relationships using the skill-centric perspective on the demand data.

The second session, in Sep 2016, involved two researchers, one with a technical background and the other with a background in digital marketing, in France and the UK respectively. Both worked on projects in data science. This covered two main activities and was concluded with an informal review of a forms-based query tool. The dataset at this point contained ~500K postings across 33 European countries, with good coverage for 21.

E2 Task 1. Job Role Creation: as for Task 1 in the previous evaluation session.

E2 Task 2. Job-seeking Activity: this required participants to identify, from the datastore, roles that met their interests, but restricting their choices where relocation for another wise suited job ruled it out.

These walkthroughs provide insight into the types of questions target users may seek answers to, and assess the representativeness and richness of the data from the end user’s viewpoint, based on their experience and knowledge about demand in their locality. We use the different paths followed to complete these tasks to illustrate the influence of user feedback on our UCD process.

8.2. Visual, ontology-guided exploration & analysis

8.2.1. Task 1–job role creation activity:

We address first the tasks of measuring and ranking Skills and co-occurrence in job adverts. These tasks require examination of Skill-Skill and JobPosting-Skill relationships and, therefore, each concept and its attributes. JobPosting-Skill relationships can be derived from data content; whether a skill is required for a position or only desired (listed) can be determined by inspecting its description. Manual inspection is however feasible only for a relatively small sample, beyond which at least (semi) supervised processing is required [4,15,16,26]. Proximity of skills in job descriptions may be random, due to alphabetical listing and/or grouping by skillset; and may therefore not necessarily map to ranking or inter-relationships between skills (see, e.g., the job posting in Fig. 7). Determining (potential) relationships between skills therefore requires a greater degree of inference, even when done manually. As a first step we use skill (term) frequency and co-occurrence within each posting and the complete dataset to weight skills.
mid 2017 it contained over 2 million postings. Broken down further to visualise properties in each, among others, posting-Date, JobLocation, hiringOrganization, increases further data points, and therefore, complexity. Additional pre-processing is often necessary to support interactive visual analysis beyond what may appear to be a relatively low threshold, even using high-dimensional visualisation techniques, especially where data count far surpasses distribution across a large number of dimensions. Beyond a threshold of 20,000 we aggregate postings across spatio-temporal attributes, with links to further detail available by drilling down into ROIs. Fig. 9 plots the ∼500K postings available during the second evaluation session. Each polyline, colour-coded based on JobLocation at country level, represents an aggregate per week, from the start of the capture period, containing postings that mention at least one of these skills in the job description, intersecting each (Skill) axis at total frequency of mention for the aggregate over the time period.

Participant feedback. All four participants listed broader and domain-specific technical skills as essential for the role they proposed. Three, two of whom also manage others, included soft (transversal) skills: communication, leadership, negotiation, project management. The tweets (job summaries) contained a subset of the skills each participant listed — from selective/specific to relatively broad, and a job title/role summary. One included a link to more information, one a hashtag highlighting the most important skill for the role in question and one its location. Both participants in the first session commented on the UK skew they recognised in the data; one therefore disregarded the job location sub-task, commenting that while the tool itself was useful the data skew meant the location-based distribution of search results was not reliable. The second noted the bias but chose to give a job location based on the results as shown. While the UK skew remained in the larger dataset used in the second evaluation, increased data coverage allowed the recognition of distinct patterns in other countries. The non-technical participant relied on the data while the other weighted responses based on knowledge of the local job market and expertise base. All participants, especially the two (one in each session) with lower experience found that
the visual skill categorisation aided ranking skill lists for their proposed role.

8.2.2. Task 2—skills analysis activity:

As discussed, determining Skill–Skill relationships, even manually, requires a greater degree of inference. This activity aimed to assess the support available using Sato to guide presentation of the data and navigation through the resulting information space, and therefore, support for tracking relationships within the data. We describe a sample journey with participants through the skill networks used in Section 5 to analyse the summary data. Fig. 4 shows the application of a simple template that uses aggregation to reduce density in the summary data, correlating this instead to relative size, to highlight relationships between features of interest. We extend this approach for the more detailed data (as in the sample posting in Fig. 7).

We narrow down the dataset first to focus on the top four countries by total posting count, in descending order: the United Kingdom (UK/GB), France (FR), Germany (DE) and the Netherlands (NL) (see Table 2). To continue to focus on the visualisation skillset and d3 in particular, and include also the top two skills by mention overall – databases and statistics, we ran a second filter to extract only those postings where any of the following terms were found in the job description or annotated as a requiredSkill: visual, d3, database and statistics. Fig. 10 shows the query used to filter the datastore for matching URIs, using the corresponding geonames IDs.

We extend the lenses defined in Section 5 to cater for the increase in detail and data size. Additional visual cues are defined for the wider range of resource types, matching also colour-coding for outbound links from each node (type). The SPARQL template for the medium LoD for a JobPosting is shown in Fig. 12(a). The result set is then parsed to extract from the description field matches for the 46 pre-specified skills.

Fig. 9. A subset of ~500,000 postings across Europe listing at least one of 46 specified skills, aggregated by country in weekly periods. Aggregate counts for the visualisation skillset are overlaid on the plot (far right). The aggregate for python (far left) dwarfs all other skills at double the next highest — big data. We therefore lower the axis in the plot to an aggregate per skill of 960 to reveal suppressed peaks for other skills — that python exceeds this limit can be seen by the corresponding aggregate lines extending above the plot boundary. This fell in the week recording the largest number of postings — 6741 in the UK, that starting 23 Oct 2015.

JobPosting, datePosted, Skill and SkillSet templates are used to build nodes for each instance of the corresponding resources. The visual template encodes node borders and out-going edges of JobPostings in purple, datePosted green, SkillBlue and SkillSet olive. JobPosting nodes have default label jobTitle, and store, among others, frequencyOfMention of each skill listed as an attribute. Skill and datePosted nodes are sized (on a log scale) relative to frequencyOfMention and total number of postings on the date, respectively. Each datePosted node is linked to all jobs posted on that day, and each JobPosting is in turn linked to each skill mentioned in its description. Skill nodes are clustered around their (parent) SkillSet.
Table 3
Result set for the filter in Fig. 10, applied to the dataset summarised in Table 2, for jobs posted between Sep 2014 and Dec 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>No. of postings for filter specified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>requiredSkill != &quot;''d3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>103,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>103,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Netherlands</td>
<td>65,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>63,137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>335,373</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Country           | Result set for filter "d3|statistics|visual|database", filtered on set of 46 skills |
|-------------------|--------------------------|
|                   | Matching postings | Matching dates | Skill count |
| United Kingdom    | 13,478                   | 251            | 40 |
| Germany           | 9,791                    | 280            | 31 |
| the Netherlands    | 5754                     | 237            | 31 |
| France            | 4,615                    | 215            | 32 |
| **Total**         | **33,638**               | **381**        | **40** |

Fig. 11. The Skill–Skill network obtained after applying the visual templates to the result set (Table 3) for the query in Fig. 10. 40 out of the 46 skills are mentioned at least once in the data subset for the four countries (FR, UK, NL, DE). A (recurring) consistent pattern can be seen: one skill dominates in each skillset (mapped to relative size), with databases, statistics and python standing out.

From Table 3 we can see that the result set after running the second filter over that obtained from Fig. 10 returns ~33.6K postings for the four countries. For even a single skill match per posting this would generate:

\[
33,638 \ (\text{job postings}) + 1 \ (\text{date node per posting}) + 1-40 \ (\text{skill nodes per posting}) = \sim 100K - 4,000K \ (\text{compound}) \ (\text{data nodes}).
\]

Applying the templates over the result set reduces this to a maximum of:

\[
33,638 \ (\text{job postings}) + 381 \ (\text{dates: } 20 \text{ Feb } 2014 - 20 \text{ Dec } 2016) + 40 \ (\text{skills}) + 7 \ (\text{skillsets}) = 34,066 \ (\text{compound}) \ (\text{visual nodes}).
\]

This number is however still large enough to hamper effective navigation through the complete graph. We therefore use interactive filter and navigation functionality (including pan, zoom, branch folding) to restrict the use of the graph to the examination of detail in small neighbourhoods, as in Fig. 12. This snapshot shows the result of applying this template, filtered to show only postings in Germany that list at least one skill from the visualisation skillset. The view zooms in to an ROI in the graph, up to three levels from the centre, the SkillSet visualisation. This reveals, among others, the posting in Fig. 7 and other skills these postings also mention. This posting, with the mouse focus, is highlighted in red, along with its immediate neighbours (in amber): skills mentioned – interaction, machine learning, programming, python, statistics – and its datePosted – 11th Oct 2015. The user may continue to navigate the graph by "previewing" other relationships close by or by moving the mouse focus, or move the current perspective and centre to another node of interest.

The graph templates become a more powerful tool for examining Skill–Skill relationships when additional filters are applied to hide information with lower importance – removing the JobPosting nodes that obscure these relationships in the overview – see Fig. 11 and Fig. 13. JobPosting detail is still available, by showing all nodes or querying from a Skill node of interest. We discuss support developed to aid exploratory navigation for this task in light of participant feedback.

Participant feedback. One aim of this skill-centric view is to elicit information from practitioners/domain experts, to allow exploration from users’ existing capability and the expertise they bring to carrying out their normal tasks. The participants from the first evaluation session were walked through this tool, and invited to give feedback on usability and potential for completing the task in question.

The (initial) overview centred on a randomly selected JobPosting, e.g., as in Fig. 13(a), which shows a series of snapshots of the dataset filtered to focus on Germany. Even using compound nodes, loading the data for the postings in Germany alone still results in a dense initial graph (see Fig. 13(a)(a)) — just over 20K, out of 300K across Europe (as at Apr 2016). Both participants found that the dense graphs prevented them from obtaining a useful understanding of the graph structure or relationships in the data. They were only able to start to follow the relationships easily after the graph was recented on a Skill or SkillSet node, as a result filtering out postings not mentioning the skill (or skillset) with the focus — what was, for the purposes of the...
Fig. 12. Semantic graph for the detailed, enriched (job demand) dataset with templates applied to aid browsing and visual knowledge discovery. Selected node borders and all out-going links are colour-coded, and weighting (skill frequency, postings per date) mapped to node size.

(a) SPARQL template for medium LoD for a JobPosting, run to extract detail for the current focus after data preprocessing to enrich the original job postings.

(b) Centering the graph for all postings in Germany on the visualisation skillset node filters out all but postings in which at least one visualisation skill is mentioned. Hovering over the node corresponding to the job posting in Fig. 7 (centre, bottom) highlights the date posted and skills it mentions.

Fig. 13. The two sequences show the relationships revealed as the user navigates through each graph and applies different filters, including both co-occurrence and exclusive skill mention (we draw an ellipse to denote where non co-occurring skills would have been drawn), and how these change as the dataset grows – cf. Figs. 4(a), 8(b) and 8(c).

(a) The sequence shows, for the dataset comprising ∼300K postings, the relationships revealed as the user navigates through the graph and applies different filters, first to counter high density and then to reveal both co-occurrence and exclusive skill mention, as the focus moves from business intelligence and big data, centres the graph, then moves to statistics and, finally, data mining. The time filter (in b) overlays the borders of matches with a (fainter) pink border; we can see that seven skills, five in the data skills skillset and two in math & statistics, are not mentioned in Oct 2015.

(b) This sequence maps a path similar to that for Fig. 13(a) for the dataset with ∼850K postings, which extends to Dec 2016, applying first the SPARQL filter in Fig. 10 and Table 3, then retaining only those postings in Germany for which at least one skill in the visualisation and maths & statistics skillsets is mentioned.
task, less important information. Once drilled down to this more usable picture of the underlying relationships between skills, for a single posting or across the complete dataset, they were able to take advantage of support for navigating through and exploring the data.

A key requirement recognised was, therefore, to provide not only support for starting from a pre-specified focus, but also options to allow the user to restrict the initial view to display only content immediately relevant to this focus. The user may then proceed to navigate through the data to gain a better understanding of more distant ROIs. While starting with data overviews is the more common case, Heer et al. [25], for instance, demonstrate the alternative approach, that uses filters for data reduction and/or sampling in especially large datasets, to start exploration from an ROI. We have incorporated the feedback obtained into additional functionality for data pre-processing and interactive filtering. The graph is now rooted at first load on the abstract JobPosting concept with depth two. The initial view may also be set to suppress instances of any type. For example, hiding JobPosting instances removes the main cause of clutter, especially useful when focusing on Skil1-Skil11 relationships for an ROI or as they change over time for a complete dataset (see, e.g., Fig. 13(a)(b)).

We now map, from Fig. 13(a)(a), an exploratory path as with the participants, starting with the graph zoomed in and rec centred on the skill business intelligence. The colour-coding aids navigation by revealing in the dense mass other skills it co-occurs with (blue borders). Moving the mouse focus to big data (top, left) highlights it (in red) and all postings in which both skills are mentioned (amber fill, red borders). The graph is now centred on the (abstract) JobPosting concept and its instances hidden (13(a)(b)). This reveals all skills mentioned in the postings in Germany, 29 out of the 46 predefined skills (~20K out of ~300K postings), grouped into distinct skillsets (encircled to aid identification). A time filter highlights with a pink (fainter) border the skills mentioned in Oct 2015. The following snapshot (13(a)(c)) moves the focus to statistics; this is one of the skills required in the job posting in Figs. 7 and 12. All other skills required for that posting, including visualisation–interaction and machine learning, remain in the view while non co-occurring skills in other skillsets no longer appear — the position of each is manually marked with an ellipse. Finally, the focus is moved to data mining (13(a)(d)), the second most frequently mentioned skill overall; this in turn updates the skills in the view to match co-occurrence for all postings in Germany.

Fig. 13(b) plots a similar path for Germany for the dataset which extends to end 2016. At ~103K (out of ~850K), it is five times the size of the base for Fig. 13(a). Two filters are applied: first the SPARQL filter in Fig. 10; Table 3 shows this reduces the dataset to 29,862 postings. The second filter is run as the graph is built, retaining only those postings for which at least one skill in the visualisation and maths & statistics skillsets is mentioned, reducing the dataset further to 2959 postings, listing together 27 of the 46 pre-specified skills, on 197 dates starting on 03 Feb 2015. Additional time filters show data distribution for the result set to be sparse till Jun 2016, when it starts to increase gradually through to 17 Dec 2016.

8.2.3. Task 3—job-seeking activity:

This task required participants to explicitly consider location in searching for matching skills (in postings). Two tools were used—a map-based view and a forms-based, guided query tool. The map visualisation focuses on location; therefore while we apply all relevant feedback across the suite of tools being developed in the larger study, to retain our focus on skills we do not discuss it further here.

A significant challenge we face, especially as data size grows, is obtaining useful overviews and narrowing down to ROIs, while retaining access to the detail in the surrounding context and other more distant ROIs. We currently utilise a mixture of interactive visual/widget filters and simple text search in the visualisation tools discussed in this paper.

The forms-based data query/browser, while not a visualisation tool, provided us with feedback for implementing additional filters to support the visual analysis. The data browser provides two views, narrowing down from:

- location (country to city) to skill, or
- skill to location (country to city).

**Participant feedback.** The tool was described by one participant as utilising a “funnel” effect that eliminated information overload: starting from a single perspective or attribute and selectively providing additional filter options to guide the user toward a final result, while “funnelling” out noise. Both participants expressed a preference for the provision of a filter of this sort at the start of the exploration process. Among the reasons they gave were: key — which, incidentally, led to the development of the prototype: (1) to provide a preview of the structure and content of the dataset, (2) to reduce data density and narrow down quickly to an ROI. Both participants also used the analogy of searching for a new home on an estate agent’s website, which typically provides a set of basic search filters, followed by more sophisticated tools for deeper exploration of (narrower) ROIs.

On-going work is addressing three additional key functions of this data browser, building on the ontology structure to: (1) provide an intermediary between the independently built analytical tools with complementary functionality, but which remain to be coupled; (2) enable end users to construct simple, visual, statistical summaries of data content; (3) enable download of data subsets and the results of analysis for reuse in third party tools.

We review, in Section 9, insight obtained through the use of our framework for user- and task-centred visual exploratory discovery and analysis, to feed these and lessons learnt from interaction with end users into proposals for further (re)design.

9. Discussion & lessons learnt

Our study aims to build visual analysis support for our target end users and to provide working tools that augment also our own capability for investigating the skill demand landscape. To measure progress toward our goals we revisit our research questions, to probe more deeply the insight gained through evaluating our approach and its accompanying design and tools.

9.1. Verification of visual, ontology-guided model

We have discovered patterns that have persisted through independently collected and successively richer datasets. We revisit these with a focus on cases where we obtained unexpected, new, or seemingly contradictory or anomalous results, and discuss what insight each led to.

**RQ2.** Looks at representativeness of our dataset and results, overall and for specified locations and periods. A challenge we identified early in the study was a skew toward posts in the English-speaking countries and especially the UK, due to differences in terminology across the EU, regardless of language, in addition to gaps between formal translation and actual terminology usage. Resolving this is key to confidence in decision-making based on the contents of the datastore and analysis results, and therefore adoption of our approach. An important comment during early evaluation was that while added value in the framework was clear, there was still high potential for unreliability of the results because
of the skew in the data, a situation especially pertinent to end users working outside the UK.

We build on the framework provided by Saro to track skill demand trends across time and location. Looking again at Fig. 11 and Fig. 13, the former draws the skill network for the top four countries by skill mention — the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and France, while the latter plots a series of snapshots for Germany alone to contrast patterns seen at two fixed points in our data collection process. The increase in coverage across the skillsets for the two datasets in the sequences in Fig. 13 is not remarkable, even with the pre-filter applied to the larger dataset. In addition to 13(b) spanning a longer period we are gradually improving precision and recall in our IE process; we cannot conclude that this necessarily represents increased demand overall. We examine more closely, rather, relative change in data density, the absence of previous persistent patterns and large or seemingly anomalous changes, as well as the appearance of new patterns.

Looking at Fig. 13, the most noticeable pattern that has persisted (through our analysis) is the dominance of statistics and databases. Noticeably lower relative count for databases in 13(b) is accounted for by the second filter, which retained only those postings mentioning skills in the two focus skillsets. Of the eight skills in the visualisation skillset (cluster on far left, 13(b)(a)), data stories and data journalism are missing. In 13(a)(b), bottom, by contrast, we see only half of the skillset — tableau, interaction, d3js and infographics. Of the eight in maths & statistics (top, right, 13(b)(a)), calculus and rstudio are missing; in 13(a)(b) rstudio is seen, but probability, calculus and linear algebra are missing. In addition to the two top skills overall, python16 (advanced computing), big data (general), business intelligence (domain expertise), and to a lesser extent, tableau17 (visualisation), record higher than average co-occurrence and frequency of mention in both datasets. Python dominated especially the UK data in the last two datasets generated. We however saw relatively few counts for rstudio, despite anecdotal evidence indicating popularity close to that for python for big data analysis. This may be due to use of the IDE as a keyword rather than the statistical programming language’s name, R.18 We will in future work adapt our filters to include synonyms for R/r, bearing in mind challenges associated with obtaining true positives for cases such as this single character, case-agnostic word.

Importantly, our results are aligned with discussions in the literature on the skills seen as essential in the emerging and highly dynamic field of data science. Recent literature on the evolution of the data scientist typically highlight overlapping sets of skills and tools for or commonly used in complex data analysis. Among the most frequently cited as vital for this emerging role is statistics [7,10,11,13] — the second highest skill by frequency of mention in our datasets. Ability to capture and manage large data stores or databases — the most frequently mentioned skill in our store — and carry out sophisticated querying across multiple, distributed stores also rank high [12, among others]. Specific tools and products, notable including NoSQL19 and Hadoop20 respectively, are often listed as desired or even required for roles that include data capture and querying from dynamic, heterogeneous sources. Experience in presenting data views and the results of complex, often long-ranging and dynamic analysis in more intuitive visual form, using off-the-shelf tools such as tableau, is another highly desired skill. Visualisation packages such as D3.js21 allow more flexibility in building custom, web-based, static or interactive visualisations, but also require a good degree of programming capability. Both “skills” (products) see relatively frequent mention in our collection of job postings.

We see here non-trivial relationships between skills. An ongoing task is (re)categorisation of the original 46 and the additional (739) skills identified. This task must take into account skills, including experience or capability in the use of named tools and products, that cross skillset boundaries, and the identification of synonyms — features that will provide additional context for enriching Saro.

Semi-supervised annotation, aided by functionality for multilingual term identification and annotation in the Wikifier, complement the human-driven annotation and categorisation tasks. Analysis results feed back into increasing coverage and accuracy during ontology population, in a cycle of continuously improving precision and recall in the IE process, and therefore, our knowledge store. Comments from practitioners in the most recent heuristic evaluation reaffirm noticeable improvement in data coverage and representativeness. Saro should therefore ultimately serve as a comprehensive, cross-context “dictionary” and usage guide across the differences in time, location, language and culture in and beyond the EU, gradually moving us toward the ground truth in the picture of demand.

RQ.3 addresses a key goal of the wider project, to identify requirements for training practitioners and entrants to the workforce, to close the gap between skill demand and existing capability. Our datastore captures demand from the viewpoint of the employment market, and therefore what decision-makers in higher level management regard as requirements for the varied roles that data scientists are expected to undertake. These decision-makers will have varying degrees of domain and/or technical expertise, or may be (technical) practitioners at senior level. However, experienced practitioners we worked with noted that mismatch between the picture of demand and their knowledge of the field influenced their trust in the results, regardless of potential of the tools used to obtain this picture. It is necessary to correct this mismatch, to provide reliable and current results that policy- and decision-makers and educators can use to plan training. This will also ensure a guide for (practising and aspiring) data scientists in correctly identifying which skills map to their specific needs and interests and to the job market. Feeding in the viewpoint of practitioners at non-managerial level and with limited influence on decision-making is therefore critical in validating our picture of demand. An additional benefit is further information on translation and (local) usage of terminology.

The skill categorisation task requires us to rank skills, identify skill co-occurrence overall and non co-occurrence especially within a skillset. This is to ensure skills training and curricula development optimise existing knowledge and experience, and lower the risk of expending effort toward developing skills redundant for a particular role type, domain and/or industry sector. This should aid also resource allocation for training at all levels. As an example we look again at Fig. 8, where we use parallel coordinates to examine detail in individual postings. An unexpected result was the recognition of patterns not immediately obvious in the other views — in addition to (varying) co-occurrence, skills that never co-occur. Such cases were highlighted here because the technique supports functionality for visual querying along multiple dimensions. We found, for instance, when browsing by date, that selected skills mutually excluded others. This prompted further inspection in the other views where more specific queries confirmed these results across the datasets discussed here and all others examined to that point (additional, annotated snapshots available online17). Inspecting the two sub-views that zoom into the visualisation skillset in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), we can see that data stories and d3js never co-occur. Going back to the skill network,
the snapshots in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show, respectively, the results obtained by restricting the depth of the relationships displayed in the graph to show only nodes with at least one parent in common with the focus, before expanding to the next level to reveal more distant relationships. We found this pattern of non-co-occurrence was repeated.

In the significantly larger and richer datasets we find higher mention of d3 but still very low counts of data stories. In a very small number of aggregates co-occurrence is recorded. Further analysis of such cases will confirm whether these are rare cases or only appear to be so due to aggregation over periods of a week or longer. We must consider also synonym search, to decrease the occurrence of false negatives. Importantly, as this task progresses this more detailed knowledge store will feed into increasingly accurate and comprehensive categorisation, and the development of training based on a validated picture of demand.

We conclude with RQ1: what is the demand landscape for data scientists across the EU?

We have highlighted frequently mentioned skills and variation in frequency across time and location; skill co-occurrence and not; and other recurring and transient patterns and trends in the data. From this a picture of the demand landscape is starting to emerge. We see a good degree of consistency across the region in terms of relative demand for the more frequently mentioned skills. Some unexpected and significant patterns are seen: in trying to determine potential movement for jobs in statistics, for instance, we use the (visual) country filter in the parallel coordinates plot. We see that all countries with good coverage, with the exception of France, show a peak at statistics along with peaks for one or more programming skills. (The range of filter results is available online.7)

Determining how to match unrelated skills to a role requires a more comprehensive dictionary and extension to the wider skill list, to filter for, say, finance, co-occurring with data journalism (and/or data stories) and other synonyms of both terms. Further, the job seeker may wish to restrict their search to adverts for jobs in financial institutions. Future work includes capturing metadata on industry sector — this would provide another facet along which to narrow down the focus.

Finally, our iterative, multi-perspective, task-centred process allows us to track changes in patterns and results as we obtain new data. This process supports both evaluation of our design and tools and error checking of the data and analysis results. For instance, is the atypical pattern for statistics in France the actual case, due to terminology usage, or an error in the input? While significant changes in patterns may be seen for a large change in the base dataset, no change at all or change inconsistent with previous data alerts to potential errors in data upload and/or violation of the data structure defined by Soro during IE.

Inconsistency in data format may also lead to queries failing to retrieve all matches, with a knock-on effect on patterns seen. We must, for instance, balance the use of regex filters that better accommodate inconsistent patterns at the cost of response time, with stricter, predefined URI patterns for skills, locations and dates that result in interactive response. Future work includes the setting of strict rules at the start of the IEE process, to minimise data loss at the (interactive) analysis stage. In related work, we are preparing to carry out large-scale validation of the skill instances being fed into Soro, to reduce reliance on human verification in the increasingly large scale annotation exercise. This includes comparing random samples of automatically annotated job postings to the results obtained by human annotators, to calculate precision and recall for the semantic annotations and the success rate of our deduplication method, key to cleaning the datastore.

This will be accompanied by the next stage of usability evaluation sessions with a wider range of users. The aim is to review redesign based on feedback to date and updates to the user-facing tools. We will also look at the impact of increased accuracy and representativeness of the demand data especially outside the UK, and the effectiveness of the techniques we are using to manage the increase in size and complexity of our datastore.

10. Conclusion

Interactive visualisation of complex data and scenarios enables powerful, intuitive recognition of patterns and trends, aiding exploratory knowledge discovery and in-depth analysis. However, an open challenge, especially where the backgrounds and technical capability of target users vary significantly, is corresponding variation in visual literacy [1, 29, 31]. To address this, we follow a user- and task-centred approach that uses ontologies to abstract and aggregate dynamic, heterogeneous data into structured information spaces. This provides a backbone that structures and guides visual presentation and analysis from multiple perspectives, augmenting exploratory knowledge discovery and focused, detailed analysis by end users with different, albeit overlapping, interests and goals.

To assess whether we are able to meet the information-seeking needs of our different stakeholders and help each build a reliable and usable picture of skill demand, we examine a set of research questions that continue to guide our longitudinal study. Verification of the results obtained from our working tools is supported by feedback from target end users that highlights where our approach adds value over traditional data analysis methods. With a more complete understanding of user requirements we continue to explore additional, alternative, visual analysis techniques to satisfy these, including matrix plots in small multiples [e.g., 25] and additional time series analysis [e.g., in 4].

Employment and skill demand analysis is pertinent to the modern, data- and technology-dependent world, where skills and capabilities in a variety of industry sectors must be updated to cope with this new, invaluable source of knowledge. However, research on the topic is fairly limited. We ground our iterative process of requirement review, design, development and user evaluation with relevant research in information extraction, ontology development and visual discovery and analytics. We will make our data and results available openly where no restrictions exist due to third party input. This is to develop, also, verifiable benchmarks for assessing skill demand and existing capability, reusable in research, education and for policy-making at state level and in industry, and for building personal career pathways. We conclude with verifiable results that feed into an increasingly richer cycle of structured, shared knowledge. We continue to feed this into wider application, to the general employment and skill demand scenario, as we build a more representative and complete, data-driven picture of the skill demand landscape.
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